Minor in Urban Design – 18 Units*

The Minor in Urban Design is for students who will be receiving either a Bachelor of Science in Architecture Degree or a Bachelor of Design with a Major in Architecture. Students interested in the Minor should contact Patty Heyda, heyda@wustl.edu.

6 units of foundational course work:
- Sam Fox Commons X10 307
  - Community Building, Building Community
- Architecture 241
  - Community Dynamics

6 units of design:
- Architecture 312/412
  - Urban Design-Focused Studio

6 units of advanced course work:
- Architecture 657
  - Metropolitan Sustainability
- Architecture 656
  - Metropolitan Urbanism
- Or an approved MUD track elective

*12 units must be in the Minor only and cannot be double-counted toward another Major or Minor.

** In the event a required course is not offered in a given semester, or if a student has irreconcilable scheduling conflicts with their required Major courses or other Minor courses, an appropriate alternate course may be substituted after approval from the Minor Advisor only.
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